
Family Update
I haven’t been posting as much as I used to lately.  This is
because of the surge of activity in our lives…  It’s also led
to me making less phone calls to catch up with people, so let
me fill you in this way about what’s been going on with us…

Taylor has been needing lots of dental work in Toledo.  It’s
been treacherous, but we have only ONE appointment left, and
her teeth look (and now that the pain is gone today – feel)
great!  She’s been handling it all SO well that she is the
dentists’ and dental assistants’ favorite patient.  I think
they  will  really  miss  her.   After  she  leaves  the  office
though, she has a really hard time with the bleeding, and
today was especially bad for her, and she also had some pain. 
But she came out of it all ok, and if she takes good care of
her  teeth  from  now  on,  we  shouldn’t  have  to  go  through
anything like this again!

Despite all the bleeding, pain, and the $30 price tag for gas
(!), our trips to Toledo have been kind of a fun time for just
the 3 of us – Mom, Dad, and biggest sister – to hang out. 
We’ve been going out to eat, and stopping at the zoo a lot. 
That zoo membership they got me for my birthday last year has
REALLY paid off!  We’ve been watching the family of orangutans
they have at the Toledo Zoo – there’s a mom, dad, a 4-year-
old, and an almost 2-year-old.  Seeing them week-to-week, I’ve
gotten to know their personalities and have grown a little
attached to them – when our trips to Toledo stop, I will miss
them!  The patriarch of the family, a VERY large orang named
Boomer, is a gentle giant.  His hands alone are about the size
of my 8-year-old’s leg from hip to knee!  While most males of
his species are solitary creatures, Boomer enjoys being with
his family, and he even assists with the rearing of the young,
something almost unheard of for male orangs!  Today, Kutai,
the mother, carried her youngest baby with her and sat on the
window of her exhibit that positions her directly above the
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guests.  People were looking up at her, and when they took
their camera out, she smiled, teeth and all!  I of course did
not have my camera with me today to capture this awesome zoo
moment  �  The keeper was saying that Kutai enjoys looking at
books, and she can recognize pictures of herself vs. pics
of other orangs, so is it possible that she understands what a
camera is?!?  I think the orangs have taken over the gorillas
as  my  favorite  zoo  animals  to  watch.   They  are  just  so
intelligent and their actions are so individual…  Last week
when we were there, we heard the zookeeper talking about how
they escaped from their exhibit after it was first built. 
Seems they watched the contractors build their new exhibit
from an adjacent one, and apparently noticed when they missed
caulk in one little spot.  As soon as they were let into their
new exhibit, they went right over to the spot, pulled the
fence  from  the  wall,  and  out  they  climbed,  leaving  the
zookeepers to fetch them from the roof!  Sounds like something
that would have happened to Jack Hanna �  The orangs were
inside on such a nice day today because the keepers were
hooking up their water toy – when they push a button, it soaks
guests who walk by on the outside of the exhibit!  That should
be lots of fun; I really hope I can make it there at least
once this summer to see them activate it, but with the new
baby and all, it’s doubtful…  But anyway, it was a great day
at the zoo, and we even saw a wild woodpecker, pecking away
high in a tree!

Monday  night,  the  girls  had  their  “sibling  class”  at  the
hospital.  It was really fun and informative.  They saw the
room where mom and baby will be staying, then they diapered
and swaddled “babies” (fake of course!) and made little t-
shirts for their new sister.  The one thing I would recommend
for the class that they didn’t include however, is an emphasis
on how older siblings can even help mom way BEFORE the baby
comes by being well behaved, picking up some extra chores, or
just doing the chores they are asked to do.  We’ve had some
difficulties in these areas lately, and they are lucky their



wonderful father has picked up all their slack around the
house!  But other than that, the sibling class was great and
they loved it.

Zoo trips aside, just the same business around here as usual… 
Taylor is still taking her piano lessons, her school will be
over for the summer in June (5 or 6 weather days to make up;
I’ve lost count!), Sammie really likes her school, especially
now that they go outside every day they are able, and Disney
is  growing  by  leaps  and  bounds,  totally  walking,  totally
talking,  making  her  way  towards  two…   help  us  all  �  
Seriously, though, Sammie’s terrible two’s had already started
by the time she was the age Dis is now, and I wouldn’t say
they are over yet!  So I am optimistic that Disney’s will seem
like a piece of cake comparatively…  and hopefully �

Taylor, Teeth, and Toledo
Our poor little 8-year-old daughter, Taylor, was born on the
short side of the genetic crapshoot when it comes to teeth. 
The poor kid has cavities, teeth that are fused together, and
other dental problems.  They wanted to do so much dental work
on her that our small town dentist referred us to the big city
of Toledo to get it taken care of.  So, yesterday saw an all
day excursion to Toledo so the poor kid could undergo some
major dental work.  It actually went quite well; she handled
everything like a trooper.  I’m sure the laughing gas and
novacaine somewhat helped the pain, but when it was all said
and done, she did freak out a little about all the blood. 
After that whole ordeal, we wanted to make the day special for
her,  so  we  made  a  quick  stop  at  the  zoo  between  dental
appointments.  We only had about an hour, so we didn’t get to
see our favorite animals, but we did have time to check out
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the reptile house, which, crazily enough after all of our
visits to the Toledo Zoo, we had never been in.  It was a
typical reptile house, full of snakes, lizards, and frogs
(even though they’re not reptiles, zoos always put them in the
reptile house I’ve noticed), but what I really enjoyed was the
crocodile.  I can’t tell you the last time I saw one of those,
especially indoors.  It was huge, and unlike their cousins the
alligators, crocodiles are not friendly nor docile.  They are
very agressive animals, and you can almost see it on their
faces.  The Toledo Zoo also has a Chinese alligator, and I was
wondering  if  Chinese  alligators  are  similair  to  American
alligators in temperment.  I know the Chinese alligator is
smaller and much more rare, but I wonder if that is where the
differences end…  I’ll have to do some research.

After the second dental appointment, we made a stop at Chuck
E. Cheese, gauze packed mouth and all.  The kids had a blast,
although it wasn’t very crowded, so Chuck E. didn’t venture
off  the  stage  for  a  visit,  much  to  my  3-year-old’s
disappointment.  But I came to a realization that it was our
youngest-for-now’s first visit to a Chuck E. Cheese, at least
her first one where she was old enough to enjoy it.  Since we
live in the boondocks, we just don’t find ourselves at Chuck
E. Cheese nearly as often as when we lived in the Chicago
suburbs like when our oldest was a toddler.  But that’s quite
alright, the place is expensive, and going infrequently really
teaches the kids to appreciate the times we do make it there. 
Over the years, not much has changed there…  when I was a kid,
they called it Show Biz Pizza, and I was able to find pics of
the old characters for others my age who like nostalgia.



The main character for the chain, a bear named Billy Bob (top
right picture), really scared me as a kid…  for some reason,
he had long claws, which can be really scary for a kid.  In
Kindergarten, we got to go on a field trip to Show Biz; they
took us behind the scenes and “undressed” one of the robots
and took us back into the room where they have all the control
panels for everything.  Why they wanted to show a bunch of 6-
year-olds that the characters were actually robots is still
beyond me, but it was a very cool field trip and something I
still remember.


